
HOW MUCH DOES A BINDING COST? 

 

"So, you're a bookbinder, how interesting! Say, if I was to bind a book how much would it cost?". Now, this is 

the rather tricky question that always awaits me whenever I happen to mention my occupation. And it's tricky 

because there's simply no straight answer. So I'm forced to restrain myself in answering "it depends..." and at 

that point my company realizes frustrated that this is going to take a while and swiftly changes topic. 

 

There's a phrase that goes "educate your customers". If I was to rephrase the meaning I would say "explain 

your craft to the people who seek it". The person who knows how and why the craftsman does things in a 

certain way is able to understand the value of what he receives at the end of the day. 

In an attempt to exorcize the eternal question that torments the binders minds (along with the secondary 

"Who are we? Where are we going?" etc) I'll share with you the parameters of the answer. 

 

Unless someone knows exactly what he wants the right question to ask is rather "what affects the binding's 

cost?". Bookbinding , as is the case with all handcrafting, does not have a standard cost. And the reason is the 

numerous factors that are involved in the price. What is the value of the book at hand? What type of binding is 

best suitable? Which materials will be used? Will there be a simple or an elaborate decoration? How much time 

do I have at my disposal? These are just some of the questions that go through a binder's mind while he tries to 

estimate the price. If you can define these aspects then pricing your request will be much easier. 

 

But lets examine the matter from an inverted point of view... If you start, as some people do and save us a lot 

of time, by saying "I can only give X money" then you'll instantly be given the options corresponding to the 

aforementioned sum. From there on it depends to what each person thinks his money worth. Handmade 

headbands for example may, depending on the design, take several hours of a binder's day. It's a small detail 

that greatly compliments the binding but it only makes sense that it's difficult to be included in a 50 euros 

binding... 

 

And since I mentioned some amount of time we reach the most important part... It's often for people to ask 

after hearing the price "Oh, and how fast do you make it?". It-does-not-matter. And it's quite simple why it 

doesn't; because a title in genuine gold might be tooled in a few minutes but it has taken years for the binder 

to accomplish it in such short time. That's what one pays for, the craftsman's skill.  

 

There is though a certain thing beyond skill that holds a fair share of the final price and people tend to ignore it. 

Inspiration. Was there inspiration involved in the making of what you received? To make something 

aesthetically pleasing on demand is really hard, believe me. An idea that becomes realized within a few days 

may have been in the makings for months in the creator's mind. How do you put a price on that? And for 

what's more a skilled binder can create a binding that will outlast centuries in a row. To do that he doesn't 

need inspiration but a great deal of knowledge, experience and competence. All these greatly valued traits 

though lead to a result of technical perfection, not of artistic (read aesthetic) value. If a customer desires a 

creative outcome it must be understood that "well AND beautifully made" has to cost more from "well made". 

 

Anyway, these are my thoughts regarding the complicated price issue. Truth is of course that every binder has 

some sort of price list but it's only a starting point of reference and not something carved in stone. Talk with 

the binder, explain what you want.  By adding or removing  features  from a binding you variegate its price.  

Last but not least I'd like to say that it's good to have these things in mind not only upon entering a bindery but 

in every kind of handcrafts workshop as well. 


